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WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
CABINET HOUSING PANEL – 17 JANUARY 2022 
REPORT OF THE HEAD OF HOUSING OPERATIONS 
 

HOME OWNERSHIP POLICY – LEASEHOLDERS 

1 Executive Summary 

1.1 This report is asking the Cabinet Housing Panel to consider and recommend to 
Cabinet the adoption of  the new Home Ownership Policy set out in appendix A. 

1.2 This is a new policy. The aim of this policy is to outline the council’s approach to 
meeting its obligations and responsibilities as the freeholder of buildings for 
leaseholders (housing) in accordance with the terms of their leases and the 
relevant legislation.    

1.3 The Residents’ Panel (housing) are currently being consulted on the policy, with 
appropriate comments adopted and finalised before being taken to Cabinet 
Housing Panel in January.  

2 Recommendation(s) 

2.1 It is recommended that Members recommend to Cabinet the adoption of the 
Home Ownership Policy (as set out at Appendix A). 

2.2 If approval of the policy by Cabinet Housing Panel is unanimous, the policy can 
be approved by way of Executive Member Decision Notice.  

2.3 It is recommended that a trial of payment discounts for current overdue debts if 
settled within 21 days be commenced. If the trial demonstrates that discounts are 
likely to lead to a reduction in harder to recover debt, Members recommend to 
Cabinet to delegate authority to the Section 151 Officer in conjunction with Exec 
Member of Resources to agree changes to the policy to allow a prompt payment 
discount.  

3 Explanation 

3.1 This policy applies to all leaseholders of Housing Revenue Account (HRA) 
properties including equity share/rent to mortgage properties.  

3.2 This policy does not apply to council renting tenants, temporary accommodation, 
private sector leased properties and freehold properties purchased through the 
Right to Buy. These are covered within separate documents. 

3.3 The specific objectives of the Home Ownership Policy are to cover: 

 Leasehold Management and Changes to Leases 

 Selling a property and the right to manage 

 Service Charges (including debt management) 
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 Complaints and Disputes   

3.4 It is our aim to deliver efficient and cost-effective services to our leaseholders.  
This Policy will provide clarity and consistency to our customers and staff by 
outlining the responsibilities and obligations of our leaseholders. 

3.5 The new proposed repayment schedule is in line with peer organisations who 
offer similar options for repayment of major works costs.  

3.6 Other organisations offer a discount for prompt payment with discounts ranging 
from 2-5%. There is no tangible evidence to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
offering a discount and if this positively impacts on reducing harder to recover 
debts. Although information on the impact of discounts is mostly anecdotally, the 
general view from peer organisations is that the discount incentive has a positive 
impact, although no quantitative information has been collated. 

3.7 We would like to pilot the impact of offering a prompt payment discount of 2.5% 
where invoices are paid in full within 21 days. The pilot would be offered for 
current overdue debts valued at £84k. 

3.8 Within this policy a new repayment structure for major works invoices has been 
developed with the support of our Finance Team.  

3.9 From the £277.1k value of the 174 invoices raised since December 2019, if the 
discount was in place over the last two years, based on the true repayment 
pattern of leaseholders over that period the total discount received by payees 
would have been £1.1k. The maximum discount that could have been awarded 
was £6.9k.  

3.10 For those leaseholders that are unable to pay the invoice in full within the 28 
days as per the lease, a new repayment schedule has been agreed. The 
repayment term given is dependent on the level of the invoice. For larger 
invoices we have given up to four years for the invoice to be repaid.   

3.11 The different repayment periods are set out in the table below: 

Invoice value Repayment period 

£250 – 1,200 12 months 

£1,201 – 2,400 24 months 

£2,401 – 3,600 36 months 
£3,600+ 48 months 

 
Implications 

4 Legal Implication(s) 

4.1 The services provided to leaseholders will be delivered in line with the lease 
terms which have been reflected in the policy where appropriate. 

4.2 The policy sets out the relevant legislation which the council will comply with in all 
instances when managing leaseholder accounts and providing services. This 
may include Section 20 (Landlord and Tenant Act 1985) consultations, debt 
recovery, repairs and improvements, etc. 
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4.3 If a leaseholder refuses to pay for service charges or where other courses of 
recovery action have failed, legal proceedings will be considered if the action is 
deemed proportionate and financially viable. Legal action could result in the 
council obtaining forfeiture of their lease. 

5 Financial Implication(s) 

5.1 If Section 20 consultations are not completed for major works costs, the 
maximum we can charge is £250 per unit. Of the £277.1k in total invoices issued 
since December 2019, had Section 20 consultations not been adhered to the 
council would have suffered a financial loss of £233.6k, which would have been 
deemed unrecoverable in line with current legislation.  

5.2 With the introduction of a prompt payment discount of 2.5% the maximum 
awarded over the last 24 months would have been £6.9k, had all invoices been 
paid within 21 days. 

5.3 The accounts that still have a remaining balance total’s £84k. If the trial discount 
results in the total debt being repaid, the financial loss to the council would be 
£2.1k. It should be noted however that this would create operational efficiency in 
saving staff time spent having to chase the outstanding debt.  

5.4 Where legal action is taken to recover overdue debts, there is a legal fee 
associated with taking this action - All associated legal fees for leaseholders are 
paid from the Housing Revenue Account. 

5.5 Having the option to take legal action as set out in the policy could result in costs 
being awarded to the council, thereby generating an increase in income to offset 
the legal fees and increase debt recovery rates. (There are fixed costs in certain 
cases and for small claims costs are not generally recoverable – subject to any 
different provision(s) within the relevant lease). 

5.6 Where a judgement is awarded, costs are included and added to their debt. The 
costs are based on a sliding value scale as set out below: 

Civil Court Fees   Fee payable 
Up to £300   £35 

Greater than £300 but no more than £500 £50 
Greater than £500 but no more than £1,000 £70 
Greater than £1,000 but no more than £1,500 £80 
Greater than £1,500 but no more than £3,000 £115 
Greater than £3,000 but no more than £5,000 £205 
Greater than £5,000 but no more than £10,000 £455 

Greater than £10,000 but no more than £200,000 
5% of the 

value of the 
claim 

Greater than £200,000   £10, 000 
 

6 Risk Management Implications 

6.1 The Home Ownership Policy provides clarity on how we manage our 
leaseholders and leased stock.  
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6.2 The policy covers a range of different functions, setting out our statutory duties, 
which if adhered to will mitigate service management, legal and financial risks 
associated with delivering the service.    

6.3 The policy also ensures that the council mitigates as best as possible 
reputational or legal risks associated with delivering this service. These risks are 
significantly mitigated by having a robust policy and clear procedure in place. 

7 Security and Terrorism Implication(s) 

7.1 None directly arising from this report. 

8 Procurement Implication(s) 

8.1  None directly arising from this report. 

9 Climate Change Implication(s) 

9.1 There are no implications arising from this policy 

10 Human Resources Implication(s) 

10.1 There are no implications arising from this policy 

11 Health and Wellbeing Implication(s) 

11.1 There are no implications arising from this policy 

12 Communication and Engagement Implication(s) 

12.1 This policy is currently being reviewed by Resident Panel and any comments will 
be considered and adopted (as appropriate) before being presented to Cabinet 
Housing Panel. 

13 Link to Corporate Priorities 

13.1  The subject of this report is linked to the Council’s Strategic Aims: 

a) A well run council which puts our customers first and specifically to 
the achievement of ‘review our working methods and ensure our staff 
and services have the tools and resources they need to meet customer 
needs’. 

14 Equality and Diversity 

14.1 An EqIA was completed on 3rd December 2021 and no negative impact was 
identified on any of the protected groups under Equalities legislation. 
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Appendices: 
Appendix A – Home Ownership Policy 


